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a b s t r a c t
We study the mod 2 homology of the double and triple loop spaces of homogeneous
spaces associated with exceptional Lie groups. The main computational tools are the Serre
spectral sequence for fibrations Ωn+1G → Ωn+1(G/H) → ΩnH for n = 1, 2, and the
Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence associated with related fiber squares, which both
converge to the same destination spaceH∗(Ωn(G/H); F2). We also develop the generalized
Bockstein lemma to determine the higher Bockstein actions.
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1. Introduction
The homology of iterated loop spaces hasmany applications in topology and its related areas. The homology of the double
and triple loop spaces especially possesses a gauge theoretical viewpoint, such as instantons and monopoles [1–3].
We study the mod 2 homology of the double and triple loop spaces of homogeneous spaces of the type G/H where G and
H are exceptional Lie groups. We exploit two spectral sequences going to the same destination space H∗(Ωn(G/H); F2) for
n = 2, 3. One is the Serre spectral sequence for fibrationsΩn+1G → Ωn+1(G/H)→ ΩnH , and the other is the Eilenberg–
Moore spectral sequence associated with related fiber squares. We obtain very crucial results by comparing the above two
spectral sequences converging to the same space.
We also develop the generalized Bockstein lemma to determine the higher Bockstein actions by which we get torsion
information in the homology with integer coefficients. In fact, we compute the triple loop cases first and the double loop
cases next in order to detect higher Bockstein actions on some generators by the generalized Bockstein lemma.
Since we concentrate on F2 coefficients in this paper, every homology is considered as a homology with F2 coefficients
unless stated otherwise and the subscript of an element means the degree of that element.
2. Preliminaries
Let E(x) be the exterior algebra on x and Γ (x) the divided power algebra on x which is free over γi(x) as an F2-module
with product
γi(x)γj(x) =

i+ j
j

γi+j(x).
We have homology operations, Dyer–Lashof operations, Qi on the (n+ 1)-loop spaceΩn+1X
Qi : Hq(Ωn+1X)→ H2q+i(Ωn+1X)
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for 0 ≤ i ≤ nwhich are natural with respect to (n+ 1)-loop maps. In particular, we have Q0x = x2. The iterated power Q ai
denotes the composition ofQi’s a times. If G is a Lie group, G is homotopy equivalent toΩBG. HenceQ2 is defined inH∗(Ω2G)
and Q3 is defined in H∗(Ω3G). These operations satisfy the following properties.
Theorem 2.1 ([7]). In the path-loop fibration
Ωn+2X → PΩn+1X → Ωn+1X,
we have the following:
(a) If x ∈ H∗(Ωn+1X) is transgressive in the Serre spectral sequence, then so is Qix and τ ◦Qix = Q(i+1) ◦ τx for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n
where τ is the transgression.
(b) β1Qix = Qi−1x for x ∈ Hq(Ωn+1X) and even q+ i where β1 is the Bockstein homomorphism.
Theorem 2.2 ([11]). The mod 2 cohomology of the exceptional Lie groups are as follows:
H∗(G2) = F2[x3]/(x43)⊗ E(Sq2x3),
H∗(F4) = F2[x3]/(x43)⊗ E(Sq2x3, x15, Sq8x15),
H∗(E6) = F2[x3]/(x43)⊗ E(Sq2x3, Sq4,2x3, x15, Sq8,4,2x3, Sq8x15),
H∗(E7) = F2[x3, Sq2x3, Sq4,2x3]/(x43, (Sq2x3)4, (Sq4,2x3)4)⊗ E(x15, Sq8,4,2x3, Sq8x15, Sq4,8x15),
H∗(E8) = F2[x3]/(x163 )⊗ F2[Sq2x3]/((Sq2x3)8)⊗ F2[Sq4,2x3, x15]/((Sq4,2x3)4, x415)
⊗E(Sq8,4,2x3, Sq8x15, Sq4,8x15, Sq2,4,8x15)
where Sqt1,...,tn denote Sqt1 . . . Sqtn .
For convenience, in this paper we denote H∗(Ω2Sn) by Ω2(n), ⊗rk=1H∗(Ω2Snk) by Ω2(n1, . . . , nr), H∗(Ω3Sn) by Ω3(n),
and ⊗rk=1H∗(Ω3Snk) by Ω3(n1, . . . , nr). Similarly we denote ⊗rk=1H∗(Ω2Snk) by Ω2(n1, . . . , nr), and ⊗rk=1H∗(Ω3Snk) by
Ω3(n1 . . . , nr).
Theorem 2.3 ([5,6]). There are choices of generators such that as an algebra, the mod 2 homology of the double loop spaces of
the exceptional Lie groups are isomorphic to as follows:
H∗(Ω2G2) = E(z1)⊗ F2[z6] ⊗ F2[Q a1 zi : i = 7, 9],
H∗(Ω2F4) = E(z1)⊗ F2[z6] ⊗ F2[Q a1 zi : i = 7, 9, 13, 21],
H∗(Ω2E6) = E(z1)⊗ E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β3Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(11, 15, 23),
H∗(Ω2E7) = E(z1)⊗ F2[βz31] ⊗ F2[Q a1 z31 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 35),
H∗(Ω2E8) = E(z1)⊗ E(z13)⊗ F2[βz31, βz55] ⊗ F2[Q a1 zi : a ≥ 0, i = 31, 55] ⊗Ω2(23, 27, 35, 39, 47, 59).
Since π3(G) = Z for any the exceptional Lie group G, we have that π0(Ω3G) = Z . Let Ω30G be the zero component of
Ω3G. Note that each component is topologically equivalent.
Theorem 2.4 ([5,6]). There are choices of generators such that as an algebra, the mod 2 homology of the triple loop spaces of the
exceptional Lie groups are isomorphic to as follows:
H∗(Ω30G2) = F2[Q a1w5] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 ui : i = 6, 8],
H∗(Ω30 F4) = F2[Q a1w5] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 ui : i = 6, 8, 12, 20],
H∗(Ω30E6) = F2[Q a2 u6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1β3Q b+22 u6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(11, 15, 23),
H∗(Ω30E7) = F2[Q a1βu30 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 u30 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 35),
H∗(Ω30E8) = F2[u12] ⊗ F2[Q a1βui : a ≥ 0, i = 30, 54] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 ui : i = 30, 54, a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0]
⊗Ω3(23, 27, 35, 39, 47, 59).
Consider the following maps:
Ω30G2
Ω3i1−−−−→ Ω30 F4
Ω3 i2−−−−→ Ω30E6
Ω3 i3−−−−→ Ω30E7
Ω3 i4−−−−→ Ω30E8. (2.1)
From the proof of Theorem 2.4, we get
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Corollary 2.5. The isomorphism in Theorem 2.4 can be chosen such that
(Ω3i1)∗(Q a1w5) = Q a1w5,
(Ω3i1)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 ui) = Q a1Q b2 ui, i = 6, 8,
(Ω3i2)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 ui) = Q a1Q b2 ui, i = 8, 12, 20,
(Ω3i2)∗(Q a2 u6) = Q a2 u6,
(Ω3i3)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 ui) = Q a1Q b2 ui, i = 8, 12, 20,
(Ω3i3)∗(β3Q 22 u6) = βu30,
(Ω3i3)∗(Q a1β
3Q b+32 u6) = Q a+11 Q b2 u30,
(Ω3i4)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 ui) = Q a1Q b2 ui, i = 20, 24, 30, 32,
(Ω3i4)∗(u12) = u12,
(Ω3i4)∗(Q a1βu30) = Q a1βu30.
3. Generalized Bockstein lemma
The Generalized Bockstein Lemma plays a significant role to get the torsion information of homology with integer
coefficients in next sections. So it is described here first. Consider the following the Bockstein exact couple which is induced
by the exact sequence of coefficients Z
×p−−−−→ Z ρ−−−−→ Fp:
H∗(X; Z) ×p−−−−→ H∗(X; Z)
d ↖ ↙ ρ∗
H∗(X; Fp)
where d is the boundary homomorphism in the long exact sequence. From this exact couple we get the homology Bockstein
spectral sequence {Br , βr}where βr is the rth differential in the Bockstein spectral sequence. Then
βr(x) = y if and only if ∃v ∈ H∗(X; Z); d(x) = pr−1v, y = ρ∗(v).
Hence ifβr(x) = y is nonzero and |y| = s, we have p-torsion of order pr inHs(X; Z), that is,βr detects pr torsions inH∗(X; Z).
Note that there is an abuse of notation because the domain of βr is a quotient group of
i=r−1
i=1 ker (β i) of H∗(X; Fp).
We recall the following Bockstein lemma in [13].
Theorem 3.1 ( Bockstein Lemma). Let (E, p, B; F) be a fiber space and let j : F → E be the inclusion of F into E. Let an element
un+1 ∈ Hn+1(B; Fp) be transgressive, and suppose that, for some integer i(i ≥ 1) and some vn+1 ∈ Hn+1(F; Fp), un+1 transgresses
to β ivn+1. Then β i+1j∗(vn+1) is defined, and moreover
p∗(β i+1j∗(vn+1)) = −β1un+1
with the indeterminacy β1p∗(Hn+1(E; Fp)).
Now we generalize the variation of the Bockstein lemma as developed in Ref. [4].
Theorem 3.2. Let (E, p, B; F) be a fiber space and let j : F → E be the inclusion of F into E. Let yn+1 be the element in Hn+1(F; Fp)
such thatβ iyn+1 is defined for some i ≥ 1 and nonzero, and xn+2 in Hn+2(B; Fp) such thatβ i+jxn+2 is defined and nonzero for some
j ≥ 1. Suppose that β i+jxn+2 transgresses to β iyn+1 and there exist an element αn+2 in Hn+2(E; Fp) such that p∗(αn+2) = xn+2.
Then β j(αn+2) is defined and
β j(αn+2) = −j∗(yn+1)
with the indeterminacy {x ∈ Hn+1(E; Fp) : p∗(x) = 0}.
Proof. Let γn+1 ∈ Cn+1(F; Fp) be a cycle such that [γn+1] = yn+1. Since β iyn+1 is defined, there exists an element
[bn] ∈ Hn(F; Z) such that d(yn+1) = d([γn+1]) = pi−1[bn] and β iyn+1 = ρ∗([bn]).
Hn(F; Fp) ρ∗←−−−− Hn(F; Z) ×p
i−1−−−−→ Hn(F; Z) d←−−−− Hn+1(F; Fp)
β i[γn+1] = ρ∗([bn]) ←−−−− [bn] −−−−→ pi−1[bn] ←−−−− [γn+1].
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Since the homomorphism d is given by [γn+1] → [(×p)−1∂n+1ρ−1(γn+1)] = pi−1[bn] where ρ is the reduction
homomorphism in the following diagram:
0 −−−−→ Cn+1(F) ×p−−−−→ γ¯n+1 ∈ Cn+1(F) ρ−−−−→ γn+1 ∈ Cn+1(F; Fp) −−−−→ 0 ∂n+1 
0 −−−−→ Cn(F) ×p−−−−→ Cn(F) ρ−−−−→ Cn(F; Fp) −−−−→ 0,
we get
p−1[∂n+1(ρ−1(γn+1))] = [(×p)−1∂n+1ρ−1(γn+1)] = pi−1[bn] = p−1[pibn].
Hence if γ
′
n+1 ∈ ρ−1(γn+1), we have
∂n+1(γ
′
n+1) = pibn + pen
where en = ∂n+1(en+1) for some en+1 ∈ Cn+1(F). Let γ¯n+1 = γ ′n+1 − pen+1. Then ∂n+1(γ¯n+1) = pibn and ρ(γ ′n+1) = ρ(γ¯n+1)
in Cn+1(F; Fp), so we can choose γ¯n+1 in ρ−1(γn+1) such that
∂n+1(γ¯n+1) = pibn. (3.1)
Since β i+jxn+2 is defined and non zero, there exists an element [ϵn+1] ∈ Hn+1(B; Z) such that d(xn+2) = pi+j−1[ϵn+1].
Then β i+jxn+2 = ρ∗([ϵn+1]). By the assumption, there exists an element αn+2, [sn+2], in Hn+2(E; Fp) such that p∗([sn+2]) =
xn+2. Since β i+jxn+2 transgresses to β iyn+1, we can choose [an+1] in Hn+1(E, F; Fp) such that p∗([an+1]) = β i+jxn+2 and
∂∗([an+1]) = β iyn+1 up to the indeterminacy arising from the choice of [an+1].
Hn+1(B; Fp) p∗←−−−− Hn+1(E, F; Fp) ∂∗−−−−→ Hn(F; Fp)
β i+jxn+2 ←−−−− [an+1] −−−−→ β i[γn+1].
Consider the following commutative diagram:
0 −−−−→ Cn+1(F; Fp) j#−−−−→ a′n+1 ∈ Cn+1(E; Fp)
π#−−−−→ an+1 ∈ Cn+1(E, F; Fp) −−−−→ 0 ∂n+1 
0 −−−−→ Cn(F; Fp) j#−−−−→ Cn(E; Fp) π#−−−−→ Cn(E, F; Fp) −−−−→ 0.
Choose a
′′
n+1 in Cn+1(E; Fp) so that π#(a′′n+1) = an+1. Then since ∂∗([an+1]) = β i[γn+1] = ρ∗([bn]), by diagram chasing
∂n+1(a
′′
n+1) = j#(ρ(bn) + λn) in Cn(E; Fp) where λn = ∂n(λn+1) for some λn+1 ∈ Cn+1(F; Fp). Let a′n+1 = a′′n+1 − j#(λn+1).
Then ∂n+1(a
′
n+1) = j#(bn) and π#(a′n+1) = π#(a′′n+1), so we can choose a′n+1 in π−1# (an+1) such that
∂n+1(a
′
n+1) = j#(ρ(bn)). (3.2)
Then ∂n+1(a¯n+1+pqn+1) = j#(bn) in Cn(E) for some qn+1 in Cn+1(E)whereρ(a¯n+1) = a′n+1. Since p∗([an+1]) = β i+jxn+2 =
ρ∗([ϵn+1]) in Hn+1(B; Fp), we can put p∗([a¯n+1 + pqn+1]) = [ϵn+1] in Hn+1(B). From (3.1), we obtain
∂n+1(j#(γ¯n+1)) = pij#(bn) = pi∂n+1(a¯n+1 + pqn+1) = ∂n+1(pia¯n+1 + pi+1qn+1)
in Cn(E). This means that pia¯n+1 + pi+1qn+1 − j#(γ¯n+1) is a cycle in Cn+1(E). Then by the naturality of the boundary
homomorphism d, we get
p∗(d[sn+2]) = d(p∗([sn+2])) = d(xn+2) = pi+j−1[ϵn+1],
p∗([pi+j−1a¯n+1 + pi+jqn+1 − pj−1j#(γ¯n+1)]) = pi+j−1[ϵn+1].
So we obtain d[sn+2] = [pi+jqn+1+pi+j−1a¯n+1−pj−1j#(γ¯n+1)]modulo ker p∗. Hence with the indeterminacy ker p∗, we have
β j([sn+2]) = −ρ∗([j#(γ¯n+1)]) = −j∗([ρ(γ¯n+1)]) = −j∗([γn+1]) = −j∗(yn+1). 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.2 is the generalized version of Theorem 2.3 with j = 1 as in Ref. [4].
4. Homology of triple loop spaces of homogeneous spaces
There is a following sequence of subgroups such that every subgroup is mod 2 totally non-homologous to zero in the
group containing it [11]:
G2 ⊂ F4 ⊂ E6 ⊂ E7 ⊂ E8.
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From this information, we obtain
Theorem 4.1. The mod 2 cohomology of homogeneous spaces associated exceptional Lie groups are as follows:
H∗(F4/G2) = E(x15, Sq8x15),
H∗(E6/G2) = E(x9, x15, Sq8x9, Sq8x15),
H∗(E6/F4) = E(x9, Sq8x9),
H∗(E7/G2) = F2[x9]/(x49)⊗ E(x10, x15, Sq8x9, Sq8x15, Sq4,8x15),
H∗(E7/F4) = F2[x9]/(x49)⊗ E(x10, x17, x27),
H∗(E7/E6) = E(x10, x18, x27),
H∗(E8/G2) = F2[x9]/(x49)⊗ F2[x10]/(x410)⊗ F2[x12]/(x412)⊗ F2[x15]/(x415)⊗ E(Sq8x9, Sq8x15, Sq4,8x15, Sq2,4,8x15),
H∗(E8/F4) = F2[x9]/(x49)⊗ F2[x10]/(x410)⊗ F2[x12]/(x412)⊗ E(Sq8x9, x27, Sq2x27, x30),
H∗(E8/E6) = F2[x10]/(x410)⊗ F2[x12]/(x412)⊗ E(x18, x27, Sq2x27, x30),
H∗(E8/E7) = F2[x12]/(x412)⊗ E(x20, x29, x30).
Theorem 4.2 ([10]). Let p be a prime. Let Z be a path connected H-space with H∗(Z; Fp) concentrated in even degrees. Then the
Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequences converging to H∗(ΩZ) and H∗(Ω2Z) associated to the path loop fibrations
ΩZ → PZ → Z
Ω2Z → P(ΩZ)→ ΩZ
collapse at the E2 term.
Since the mod 2 cohomology of Ω(F4/G2), Ω(E6/G2), and Ω(E6/F4) concentrates in even degrees, the above theorem
implies that the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequences associated to the path loop fibrations converging to the mod 2
(co)homology of the double and triple loop spaces collapse at the E2 term. However in the case ofΩ3(E6/G2) andΩ3(E6/F4),
there are specific higher Bockstein actions on some generators which is explained in next theorem.
Theorem 4.3. The mod 2 homology of the triple loop spaces of F4/G2, E6/G2, and E6/F4 are as follows:
(a) H∗(Ω3(F4/G2)) = Ω3(15, 23),
(b) H∗(Ω3(E6/F4)) = F2[Q a2 x6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1β2Q b+22 x6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0],
(c) H∗(Ω3(E6/G2)) = F2[Q a2 x6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1β2Q b+22 x6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(15, 23).
Proof. (a) The Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence converging to H∗(Ω(F4/G2))with
E2 = TorH∗(F4/G2)(F2, F2)
= TorE(x15,x23)(F2, F2)
= Γ (y14, y22),
collapses at the E2-term because E2 concentrates in even degrees. Then letting Z = Ω(F4/G2), Theorem 4.2 implies
that the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence converging to H∗(Ω2(F4/G2)) collapses at the E2-term where E2 =
TorH∗(Ω(F4/G2))(F2, F2). Hence the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence [12] converging to H∗(Ω
2(F4/G2)) also collapses at
the E2-term where
E2 = CotorH∗(Ω(F4/G2))(F2, F2) ∼= ExtH∗(Ω(F4/G2))(F2, F2).
So the standard Ext computation gives
H∗(Ω2(F4/G2)) = Ω2(15, 23). (4.1)
Similarly we get H∗(Ω3(F4/G2)) = Ω3(15, 23) by computing
CotorH∗(Ω
2(F4/G2))(F2, F2).
(b) Consider the following morphism of fibrations:
Ω30 F4 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ Ω2F4
Ω3 i
  
Ω30E6 −−−−→ Ω3(E6/F4) −−−−→ Ω2F4.
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Now we study the corresponding Serre spectral sequence for the bottom fibration. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.4,
H∗(Ω2F4; F2) = E(z1)⊗ F2[β1z7] ⊗ F2[Q a1 zi : a ≥ 0, i = 7, 9, 13, 21],
H∗(Ω30E6) = F2[Q a2 u6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1β3Q b+22 u6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 ui : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, i = 8, 12, 20],
and from Corollary 2.5, we get
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 ui) = Q a1Q b2 ui, i = 8, 12, 20,
(Ω3i)∗(Q a2 u6) = Q a2 u6.
Then by naturality of differentials, we have the following transgressions:
τ(Q a0Q
a
1 zi) = Q a1Q a2 ui−1, i = 9, 13, 21,
τ (Q a1 z7) = Q a2 u6.
Let u2a+5−3 = β3Q b+22 u6. Then as an algebra we get
H∗(Ω3(E6/F4)) = F2[Q a2 u6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1 u2b+5−3 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0].
Now we determine Bockstein actions on generators. Since H∗(E6/F4) = E(x9, Sq8x9), we have the following 2-local
fibration
X → S9 i→ E6/F4
where X denote the homotopy fiber of the inclusion of S9 in E6/F4 [8]. The Serre spectral sequence of this fibration show
that H∗(X) = Γ (y16) . Then in the fibration ΩX → ΩS9 Ω i→ Ω(E6/F4), we use the Serre spectral sequence to get
H∗(ΩX) = F2[z2a+4−1; a ≥ 0]with βz2a+5−1 = (z2a+4−1)2 for a ≥ 0. Now we consider the fibration
Ω3S9
Ω3 i−→ Ω3(E6/F4)→ Ω2X
where H∗(Ω3S9) = F2[Q a1Q b2 x6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] and H∗(Ω2X) = F2[Q a1 x2b+4−2; a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0]. From the homology of each
space in the fibration, we can determine the following transgressions:
τ(Q a0 x2b+4−2) = Q a+11 Q b2 x6.
Then we get
H∗(Ω3(E6/F4)) = F2[Q a2 x6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a+11 x2b+4−2 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0].
Since βQ a+12 x6 = Q1Q a2 x6 for a ≥ 0 in H∗(Ω3S9) and βx2a+5−2 = Q1x2a+4−2 for a ≥ 0 in H∗(Ω3X), we obtain
β2Q a+22 x6 = Q1x2a+4−2 in H∗(Ω3(E6/F4)) by Theorem 3.1 (the Bockstein lemma). Hence we conclude that
H∗(Ω3(E6/F4); F2) = F2[Q a2 x6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1β2Q b+22 x6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0].
(c) By a similar method as the proof of (b), we get
H∗(Ω3(E6/G2)) = F2[Q a2 u6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1 u2b+5−3 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(15, 23).
To determine the action of Bocksteins on generators, consider the following morphism of fibrations:
Ω30G2 −−−−→ Ω3E6/G2 −−−−→ Ω2E6
Ω3 i
 Ω3j 
Ω30 F4 −−−−→ Ω3E6/F4 −−−−→ Ω2E6 .
Then from above computation, we get
(Ω3j)∗(Q b2 u6) = Q b2 x6,
(Ω3j)∗(u2b+5−3) = β2Q b+22 x6 .
By the naturality of the Bockstein operations, we get β2Q a+22 u6 = u2b+5−3 in H∗(Ω3(E6/G2)). Hence
H∗(Ω3(E6/G2)) = F2[Q a2 u6 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1β2Q b+22 u6 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(15, 23). 
Theorem 4.4. The mod 2 homology of the triple loop spaces of E7/G2, E7/F4, and E7/E6 are as follows:
(a)H∗(Ω3(E7/G2)) = F2[u6] ⊗Ω2(9, 31)⊗Ω3(15, 19, 23, 27, 33, 35),
(b)H∗(Ω3(E7/F4)) = F2[u6] ⊗Ω2(9, 31)⊗Ω3(19, 27, 33, 35),
(c)H∗(Ω3(E7/E6)) = E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β2Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(19, 27, 35).
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Proof. (a) Consider the following morphism of fibrations
Ω30G2 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ Ω2G2
Ω3i
  
Ω30E7 −−−−→ Ω3(E7/G2) −−−−→ Ω2G2
and the corresponding Serre spectral sequence for the bottom fibration. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.4,
H∗(Ω2G2) = E(z1)⊗ F2[z6] ⊗ F2[Q a1 zi : i = 7, 9],
H∗(Ω30E7) = F2[Q a1βu30 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 u30 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 35).
SinceΩ3i = Ω3i3 ◦Ω3i2 ◦Ω3i1 in (2.1), from Corollary 2.5, we obtain
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 u8) = Q a1Q b2 u8.
Then we have
τ(Q a0Q
b
1 z9) = Q a1Q b2 u8,
and from this, we obtain the conclusion.
(b) By a similar method as the proof of (a), we get the result from
τ(Q a0Q
b
1 zi) = Q a1Q b2 ui−1, i = 9, 13, 21
in the Serre spectral sequence forΩ30E7 → Ω3(E7/F2)→ Ω2F4.
(c) Consider the following morphism of fibrations
Ω30E6 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ Ω2E6
Ω3i
  
Ω30E7 −−−−→ Ω3(E7/E6) −−−−→ Ω2E6
and the corresponding Serre spectral sequence for the bottom fibration. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
H∗(Ω2E6) = E(z1)⊗ E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β3Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(11, 15, 23),
H∗(Ω30E7) = F2[Q a1βu30 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 u30 : a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 35),
and Corollary 2.5, we get
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 ui) = Q a1Q b2 ui, i = 8, 12, 20,
(Ω3i)∗(β3Q 22 u6) = βu30,
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1β
3Q b+32 u6) = Q a+11 Q b2 u30.
Then we have the following transgressions:
τ(Q a0Q
b
1 zi) = Q a1Q b2 ui−1, i = 9, 13, 21,
τ (Q a0β
3Q 21 z7) = Q a1βu30,
τ (Q a0β
3Q b+31 z7) = Q a+11 Q b2 u30.
Since Q a1 z7 and Q0Q
b
2 u30 survive permanently for a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, by Theorem 3.2, we obtain
β2(Q a+21 z7) = Q b2 u30, a ≥ 0.
Hence we get
H∗(Ω3(E7/E6)) = E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β2Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(19, 27, 35). 
Theorem 4.5. The mod 2 homology of the triple loop spaces of E8/G2, E8/F4, E8/E6, and E8/E7 are as follows:
(a)H∗(Ω3(E8/G2)) = F2[u6, u12] ⊗Ω2(9, 11, 31, 55)⊗Ω3(23, 27, 33, 35, 39, 47, 57, 59),
(b)H∗(Ω3(E8/F4)) = F2[u6] ⊗Ω2(9, 11, 29, 31)⊗Ω3(27, 29, 33, 35, 39, 47, 59),
(c)H∗(Ω3(E8/E6)) = E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β2Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(11, 29)⊗Ω3(27, 29, 35, 39, 47, 59),
(d)H∗(Ω3(E8/E7)) = Ω2(11, 19, 29)⊗Ω3(29, 39, 47, 59).
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Proof. (a) Consider the following morphism of fibrations:
Ω30G2 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ Ω2G2
Ω3 i
  
Ω30E8 −−−−→ Ω3(E8/G2) −−−−→ Ω2G2 .
SinceΩ3i = Ω3i4 ◦Ω3i3 ◦Ω3i2 ◦Ω3i1 in (2.1), it follows that (Ω3i)∗ = 0. Hence the Serre spectral sequence for the bottom
fibration collapses at the E2-term and we get the conclusion.
(b) Consider the following morphism of fibrations:
Ω30 F4 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ Ω2F4
Ω3 i
  
Ω30E8 −−−−→ Ω3(E8/F4) −−−−→ Ω2F4.
SinceΩ3i = Ω3i4 ◦Ω3i3 ◦Ω3i2 in (2.1), from Corollary 2.5, we obtain
(Ω3i)∗(u12) = u12,
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 u20) = Q a1Q b2 u20,
and
τ(z13) = u12,
τ (Q a0Q
b
1 z21) = Q a1Q b2 u20.
So it follows that
E∞ = F2[z6] ⊗ F2[z213] ⊗Ω2(9, 11)⊗ F2[Q a+11 z13 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1βui : a ≥ 0, i = 30, 54]
⊗F2[Q a1Q b2 ui : i = 30, 54, a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0] ⊗Ω3(27, 35, 39, 47, 59). (4.2)
Then letting Q1z13 = z27, F2[Q a+11 z13 : a ≥ 0] = F2[Q a1 z27 : a ≥ 0] becomesΩ2(29).
Now we claim that there is a choice of generator u26 such that
F2[z213] ⊗ F2[Q a1βu54 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 z54 : a, b ≥ 0]
gives rise to F2[Q a1Q b2 u26 : a, b ≥ 0] = Ω3(29). For the rest of this part we will provide the proof of this claim. Since the
Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence converging to the cohomology of the loop space of any compact Lie group collapses at
the E2-term, it follows that
H∗(ΩF4) = F2[y2]/(y42)⊗ Γ (y8, y10, y14, y22),
H∗(ΩE8) = F2[y2]/(y162 )⊗ F2[y14]/(y414)⊗ Γ (y22, y26, y32, y34, y38, y46, y56, y58).
Consider the following fibration
Ω2(E8/F4) −→ ΩF4 Ω i−→ ΩE8
and the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence [12] converging to H∗(Ω2(E8/F4))
E2 = TorH∗(ΩE8)(H∗(ΩF4), F2)= TorH∗(ΩE8)\\(Ω i)∗(F2, F2)⊗ H∗(ΩF4)// (Ω i)∗= TorF2[y8]/(y48)⊗Γ (y26,y28,y32,y34,y38,y46,y58)(F2, F2)⊗ Γ (y8, y10, y28)= E(ν7)⊗ Γ (ν30)⊗Ω2(27, 29, 33, 35, 39, 47, 59)⊗ Γ (y8, y10, y28).
Consider the Serre spectral sequence converging to H∗(Ω2(E8/F4)) for the bottom fibration of the following diagram:
Ω2F4 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ ΩF4
Ω3 i
  
Ω2E8 −−−−→ Ω2(E8/F4) −−−−→ ΩF4.
Then by naturality of differential, we have the following transgressions:
τ(υ1) = y2,
τ (υ13) = y14,
τ (υ22×2n−1−1) = γ2n−1(y22), n ≥ 1
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where
H∗(Ω2E8) = E(υ1, υ13)⊗ Γ (υ30, υ54)⊗Ω2(23, 27, 33, 35, 39, 47, 57, 59).
Then the E∞-term is
E(y32υ1)⊗ E(y14υ13)⊗ Γ (y8, y10, y214)
⊗Γ (υ30, υ54)⊗Ω2(27, 33, 35, 39, 47, 57, 59).
We calculated two spectral sequences going to the same destination space H∗(Ω2(E8/F4)). Then as a graded vector space,
the E2-term of the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence has the same size in every total degree as the E∞-term of the Serre
spectral sequence. Hence the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence collapses at the E2-term. So we get H∗(Ω2(E8/F4)).
Dualizing cohomolgy to homology, we obtain
H∗(Ω2(E8/F4)) = E(z7)⊗ F2[z8, z10, z28, z30] ⊗Ω2(27, 29, 33, 35, 39, 47, 59).
Consider the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence converging to H∗(Ω3(E8/F4))
E2 = CotorH∗(Ω2(E8/F4))(F2, F2)
= F2[u6] ⊗Ω2(9, 11, 29, 31)⊗Ω3(27, 29, 33, 35, 39, 47, 59).
As a graded vector space, this E2-term has the same size in every total degree as the E∞-term in (4.2). Hence the Eilenberg–
Moore spectral sequence collapses at the E2-term and there is a choice of generator u26 such that F2[z213]⊗F2[Q a1βu54 : a ≥
0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 z54 : a, b ≥ 0] gives rise to F2[Q a1Q b2 u26 : a, b ≥ 0] = Ω3(29) as claimed. Hence we get the conclusion.
(c) Consider the following morphism of fibrations:
Ω30E6 −−−−→ ∗ −−−−→ Ω2E6
Ω3i
  
Ω30E8 −−−−→ Ω3(E8/E6) −−−−→ Ω2E6 .
Consider the corresponding Serre spectral sequence for the bottom fibration. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.4,
H∗(Ω2E6) = E(z1)⊗ E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β3Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(11, 15, 23),
H∗(Ω30E8) = F2[u12] ⊗ F2[Q a1βui : a ≥ 0, i = 30, 54] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 zi : i = 30, 54, a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0]
⊗Ω3(23, 27, 35, 39, 47, 59).
SinceΩ3i = Ω3i4 ◦Ω3i3 in (2.1), from Corollary 2.5 we get
(Ω3i)∗(u12) = u12,
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1Q
b
2 u20) = Q a1Q b2 u20,
(Ω3i)∗(β3Q 22 u6) = βu30,
(Ω3i)∗(Q a1β
3Q b+32 u6) = Q a+11 Q b2 u30.
So we obtain
τ(z13) = u12,
τ (Q a0Q
b
1 z21) = Q a1Q b2 u20,
τ (Q a0β
3Q 21 z7) = Q a1βu30,
τ (Q a0β
3Q b+31 z7) = Q a+11 Q b2 u30.
Since Q a1 z7 and Q0Q
b
2 u30 survive permanently for a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, by Theorem 3.2, we get
β2(Q a+21 z7) = Q b2 u30, a ≥ 0.
Then letting Q1z13 = z27 on F2[Q a+11 z13 : a ≥ 0], it becomes Ω2(29). By the same reason as (b), there is a choice of
generator u26 such that F2[z213] ⊗ F2[Q a1βu54 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 z54 : a, b ≥] gives rise toΩ3(29). So we obtain
H∗(Ω3(E8/E6)) = E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β2Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(11, 29)⊗Ω3(27, 29, 35, 39, 47, 59).
(d) By a similar method as above, we have the following transgressions
τ(z13) = u12,
τ (Q a0 z30) = Q a1βu30,
τ (Q a0Q
b
1 zi) = Q a1Q b2 ui−1, i = 21, 25, 31, 33
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in the Serre spectral sequence converging to H∗(Ω3(E8/E7)) for the fibration Ω30E8 → Ω3(E8/E7) → Ω2E7. Then letting
Q 11 z13 = z27 on F2[Q a+11 z13 : a ≥ 0], it becomes Ω2(29). By the same reason as (b), there is a choice of generator u26 such
that F2[z213] ⊗ F2[Q a1βu54 : a ≥ 0] ⊗ F2[Q a1Q b2 z54 : a, b ≥ 0] gives rise toΩ3(29). Therefore we get the conclusion. 
5. Homology of double loop spaces and torsions
To get the homology of double loop spaces of homogeneous spaces, we can use a similar method to that of the triple
loop cases, that is, we exploit two spectral sequences going to the same destination space H∗(Ω2(G/H)): the Serre spectral
sequence forΩ2G → Ω2(G/H)→ ΩH with
E2 = H∗(ΩH)⊗ H∗(Ω2G)⇒ H∗(Ω2(G/H)),
and the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence for the path loop fibration converging to H∗(Ω2(G/H))with
E2 = TorH∗(Ω3(G/H))(F2, F2)⇒ H∗(Ω2(G/H)).
Then, like the method used in the proof of Theorem 4.5, comparing the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence with the Serre
spectral sequence converging to the same space, we can determine differentials completely, so that we get the following
theorems. Note that the Dyer–Lashof operations also act in the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence [9].
Theorem 5.1. The mod 2 homology of the double loop spaces of F4/G2, E6/G2, and E6/F4 are as follows:
H∗(Ω2(F4/G2)) = Ω2(15, 23),
H∗(Ω2(E6/G2)) = E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β2Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0] ⊗Ω2(15, 23),
H∗(Ω2(E6/F4)) = E(Q a1 z7 : a ≥ 0)⊗ F2[β2Q a+21 z7 : a ≥ 0].
Theorem 5.2. The mod 2 homology of the double loop spaces of E7/G2, E7/F4, and E7/E6 are as follows:
H∗(Ω2(E7/G2)) = E(z7)⊗ F2[z8, z30] ⊗Ω2(15, 19, 23, 27, 33, 35),
H∗(Ω2(E7/F4)) = E(z7)⊗ F2[z8, z30] ⊗Ω2(19, 27, 33, 35),
H∗(Ω2(E7/E6)) = F2[z8, z16] ⊗Ω2(19, 27, 35).
Theorem 5.3. The mod 2 homology of the double loop spaces of E8/G2, E8/F4, E8/E6, and E8/E7 are as follows:
H∗(Ω2(E8/G2)) = E(z7, z13)⊗ F2[z8, z10, z30, z54)⊗Ω2(23, 27, 33, 35, 39, 47, 57, 59),
H∗(Ω2(E8/F4)) = E(z7)⊗ F2[z8, z10, z28, z30)⊗Ω2(27, 29, 33, 35, 39, 47, 59),
H∗(Ω2(E8/E6)) = F2[z8, z16] ⊗ F2[z10, z28] ⊗Ω2(27, 29, 35, 39, 47, 59),
H∗(Ω2(E8/E7)) = F2[z10, z18, z28] ⊗Ω2(29, 39, 47, 59).
It is well-known that the 2-torsion of H∗(Ω2Sn; Z), n ≥ 2, is all of order 2, however, H∗(Ω3Sn; Z), n ≥ 3, has 2-torsion
of all orders (See p. 232–236 in [7] for the torsion information and computation of the Bockstein spectral sequence). Then
the Bockstein spectral sequence implies the following Theorems.
Theorem 5.4. Let G and H be exceptional Lie groups. Then 2 annihilates all 2-torsions in H∗(Ω2(G/H); Z) except the cases of
(G,H) = (E6,G2) and (G,H) = (E6, F4). The order of 2-torsions of H∗(Ω2(E6/G2); Z) is 2 or 22, and the order of 2-torsions of
H∗(Ω2(E6/F4); Z) is 22.
Theorem 5.5. Let G and H be exceptional Lie groups. Then H∗(Ω3(G/H); Z) except E6/F4 has 2-torsion of all orders. But the order
of 2-torsions of H∗(Ω3(E6/F4); Z) is 2 or 22.
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